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Abstract
In this work, we focus on vehicular ad hoc networks, also called VANETs,
which are communication networks that devices (in this case vehicles) use
to exchange messages in a distributed fashion, i.e., using no preexisting in-
frastructure. We first assess the feasibility of relying on a tree-based topol-
ogy management structure for mobile ad hoc networks and in particular for
VANETs. Next, we enhance DAGRS, an existing decentralized model for
enabling distributed tree management and build BODYF on it, an efficient
broadcast algorithm. Several broadcasting algorithms of the state of the art
are implemented in order to compare the performance of BODYF. The ap-
proach is validated by simulation through three realistic scenarios located
in Luxembourg city: the city center for both pedestrian and vehicles, and
a highway environment. The comparison is made in terms of the coverage
achieved by the broadcasting process as well as the complexity of the mes-
sages. DAGRS/BODYF approach outperforms other existing protocols in
terms of both the number of devices reached and the network use.
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1. Introduction
VANETs (or Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks) are vehicular communication
networks which are spontaneously and automatically created among neigh-
boring vehicles, without using any infrastructure —like routers, servers, etc.
Hence, vehicles can communicate with other neighboring ones, that is car-to-
car communication (C2C), or even with some existing infrastructure (C2I)
like road side units. The main interest in VANETs is the possibility of devel-
oping applications that promise to make our driving safer, more efficient and
more comfortable. This includes warning applications alerting other vehicles
of a danger ahead, weather or traffic conditions, multimedia files exchanging
between vehicles (for instance, music, movies) and/or some road side units
(TV, radio, or news), etc.
However, there are also many challenging aspects that need to be solved
before VANETs become a reality, since providing stable communications and
a high quality of service (QoS) in these networks is still an unsolved problem.
This undesirable behavior is due to the highly fluctuating topology of this
kind of networks , caused by the fast speed in which vehicles are moving,
the continuous appearance/disappearance of devices, communication disrup-
tions, and also the unpredictable behavior of the network topology. Ad-
ditionally, VANETs also inherit all the problems derived from the wireless
networks, like the limited communication ranges, interferences, information
loss, or signal attenuation due to obstacles.
Another important difficulty we must deal with in VANETs is the net-
work partitioning. Due to the limited communication range of vehicles, it
is common to have different separate clusters in the network which are not
connected. Therefore, there might exist isolated nodes or groups of nodes
that will not receive any information or message from any device outside this
partition. For vehicular applications, when a device alerts about a danger
ahead, e. g., a car accident, the warning message should reach as many de-
vices as possible, thus all drivers are aware of it. As a consequence, there
is no guarantee that a path always exists between any couple of vehicles.
Hence, overcoming network partitioning is also a hot research topic.
The real development of efficient and reliable communication algorithms
is very difficult in such high speed vehicular environment with a frequently
changing topology. VANETs are, therefore, a major research topic covered
by many national and international projects [1, 2] that involves not only
academia but also car manufacturers and governmental institutions.
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For disseminating information, broadcasting protocols play an important
role in communications since many high level applications and even other
protocols assume the existence of a broadcast service. However, the design
of new efficient broadcasting algorithms for VANETs is still an open issue.
Indeed, the importance of the good behavior of broadcasting algorithms leads
many researchers to focus on optimizing the behavior of these dissemination
protocols, e.g., maximizing the number of nodes reached and minimizing
both the time required and the network overload [3]. This kind of protocols
should reach as many devices as possible, even including devices in other
partitions if the network is (as it is usually the case) partitioned, but at the
same time reducing to the minimum the use of both the network and the
device resources.
We are considering in this study a tree based topology in the network for
the broadcasting process. Previous researchers demonstrated the validity of
using spanning trees in networking area. Indeed, establishing a spanning tree
in the network is a well known strategy for providing efficient communication
and routing algorithms in wired networks [4], [5]. Furthermore, it is also
a recent tendency to use them in mobile ad hoc delay tolerant networks
(DTN) [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Due to the high speed of devices and hence, the
changeable topology, the suitability of using a tree in VANETs may be called
into question. Therefore, in this work we also present a comparison between
the resources needed for maintaining the tree topology in a mobile ad hoc
network (MANET) or in a VANET, since as we said before, it is extensively
used and accepted in MANETs. The work here is not related to DTNs but
VANETs and MANETs.
Building a tree topology over a network is a well known technique where
the information the tree adds over the system can be really useful for many
different applications like routing, search, etc. Moreover, in mobile networks
where devices are moving and the topology is fluctuant, it is possible to
create a tree where the nodes chosen to conform the tree are the ones with
more stable links [7]. Therefore, for any critical application, using this kind
of structures will provide more reliable results.
In this work, we extend the preliminary study in [9] in which an effi-
cient and competitive broadcasting algorithm called BODYF was presented.
BODYF was specifically designed for dealing with highly fluctuant networks
as VANETs. In this kind of networks (usually very partitioned) BODYF
outperformes the compared broadcasting algorithms. Besides the good per-
formance of BODYF, one of its main important features is that it does not
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require any parameter, in contrast to the main existing broadcasting algo-
rithms in the literature, which need to be tuned for every different scenario
in which they are applied [3].
BODYF is compared to some different broadcasting algorithms for VANETs
present in the literature: (1) DFCN [11] that decides to resend a message
in terms of the neighbor knowledge. (2) SAPF [12] that adaptively regu-
lates the rebroadcast probability in terms of the speed of the device, (3)
WPB [13] that calculates the forwarding probability in terms of the distance
between the source and the receiver nodes, and (4) SF [14], since typically
this protocol is not able to reach different partitions to the one wherein the
broadcasting process was started, but it reaches instantly all devices in the
original partition. Therefore, SF will be used as a reference of the starting
partition size.
For our experiments, we use three very realistic scenarios taken from
Luxembourg maps, i.e., the center of Luxembourg city for both pedestrian
and vehicles, and a highway scenario we have defined for this paper. Each of
these scenarios is studied with 3 different densities.
The main contributions of this paper are: (1) A comparative analysis
of performance and stability features of tree based virtual topologies in
VANETS and MANETS is proposed. To the very best of our knowledge
this has not been addressed before. (2) An improved version of the imple-
mentation of DAGRS is presented, which directly impacts on the efficiency of
BODYF increasing the coverage reached as result and reducing the communi-
cation overhead. (3) Several broadcasting algorithms from the literature were
implemented in order to compare the performance of BODYF with these four
different well known protocols. (4) Finally, the simulation environments for
analyzing the behavior of the compared broadcasting algorithms have been
redesigned. The networks used in this study are denser and new scenarios
have been proposed. As a result, we are considering 9 different scenarios for
comparing these 5 broadcasting protocols.
The rest of this document is organized as follows: We first summarize
in Sect. 2 some of the most important broadcasting algorithms in VANETs.
Section 3 describes BODYF, and the new improvements. Section 4 intro-
duces DFCN, SAPF, WPB and SF, the broadcasting protocols compared
to BODYF. Later, both the mobility models and the simulator used are
presented in Sect. 5. After that, a study of the behavior of trees in both
MANET and VANET is given in Sect. 6. The results of the comparison of
the five studied protocols are shown in Sect. 7 and finally, Sect. 8 concludes
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the paper.
2. Related Work
As we said before, VANETs are a hot research topic and have attracted
a lot of attention in the last years. Moreover, broadcasting is a key feature
for networking, but it has a special role in VANETs where researchers try to
investigate the possibility of making driving safer. For that, disseminating a
message alerting vehicles of a danger ahead on the road is a must. In this
section we present some of the broadcasting algorithms for VANETs that
already exist in the literature.
There are mainly two different variants of broadcasting algorithms in
VANETs: (1) those aimed at disseminating an alert of a danger ahead back-
wards (to vehicles approaching in the same lane); (2) spreading the message in
any direction as there might be different vehicles interested in this message.
Some existing protocols in the literature of both tendencies are explained
below.
2.1. Disseminating the message backwards
The main goal of this kind of broadcasting algorithms is to alert drivers
from an existing accident preventing new possible collisions. Vehicles ap-
proaching the area (in the same lane) where the accident occurred are aware
of it and thus, reduce the speed avoiding a new possible accident. In [15]
Da Li et al. proposed a distance-based directional broadcast (EDB) for
VANET using directional antennas. Only the furthest receiver is responsible
of forwarding the packet in the opposite direction where the packet arrives.
Moreover, there are repeaters located at intersections to help disseminating
the data.
Tonguz et al. present in [16, 17] a broadcasting algorithm that depends
only on the local topology information and that is robust against differ-
ent types of vehicular traffic conditions. It handles both, the disconnected
network and the broadcast storm problem [18] in a completely distributed
fashion. The main criterion to determine how to handle the rebroadcast is
based on the list of one hop neighbors.
A vehicular multi-hop broadcasting protocol (VMP) for fast dissemina-
tion was introduced in [19]. VMP designates multiple forwarding nodes with
different delays to disseminate an alert in a concrete area. To ensure high
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reachability a cooperative forwarding mechanism is used and also, a dupli-
cated packet detection procedure is provided to discard unnecessary rebroad-
casts.
2.2. Disseminating the message in any direction
It is known that usually when an accident occurs, there is a high proba-
bility of collision in the same area of cars approaching in opposite direction
as drivers tend to look at happened. Therefore, disseminating the message
in any direction.
Broadcasting algorithms that do not focus on a concrete direction can be
used not only for alerting vehicles of a danger ahead, but also for alerting a
closer base station about the accident or for changing the route in order to
avoid a traffic jam, or just to help routing algorithms to find the destination
nodes.
In [20] a broadcasting protocol that decides the probability of rebroadcast-
ing the message in terms of the neighbor knowledge was introduced, DFCN.
The source node includes in the message a list with its one hop neighbors,
thus the receiver will calculate the number of its neighbors that are not in-
cluded in the list and decides to resend to this value. This algorithm not only
works for VANETs, but also for MANETs after modifying some parameters.
In vehicular ad hoc networks different protocols based on probabilistic
schemes have been proposed. In [13] three distributed probabilistic and
timer-based broadcast suppression techniques were presented: weighted p-
persistence, slotted 1-persistence, and slotted p-persistence schemes. The
proposed schemes rely on GPS information (or received signal strength when
a vehicle cannot receive a GPS signal). Denoting the relative distance be-
tween the source and the receiver nodes and the average transmission range,
the forwarding probability, can be calculated assigning higher probability to
nodes that are located further.
Also based in a probabilistic scheme, [21] presents a nth power p-persistent
broadcasting protocol for dense vehicular ad hoc networks. The basis are the
same as the weighted p-persistence in [13], but the probability is elevated to
the nth power. This proposal is proved to be efficient in very dense networks.
Slavik proposed in [22] another probabilistic scheme that is anonymous
and scalable. The main goal of this protocol is the privacy. The driver
is not willing to adopt a technology that allows third parties to monitor
their movements, so that no information between drivers can be exchanged.
Two approaches are performed: (1) nodes are given a uniform and constant
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retransmission probability, and (2) the retransmission probability is dynam-
ically determined based on the distance between the receiver node and the
last hop.
A speed adaptive probabilistic algorithm was proposed in [12], SAPF.
The rebroadcast probability is adaptively regulated, based on the vehicle
speed, to optimally reduce message delivery delays caused by increased con-
tention, in areas with high density of vehicles. The goal of this work was to
find a relation between the speed of the device and the forwarding probability
that finds the optimal value for the latter in terms of the former.
In [23], an opportunistic relay scheme for cooperative collision warning in
VANET, which helps to mitigate the impact of transmission failure caused
by shadow fading was presented. Devices periodically exchange motion infor-
mation with their neighbors. Each node not only calculates its own collision
risk but also its neighbors’, so that if a local vehicle has detected a danger
and the neighbors keep quiet or reply wrong responses, the vehicle may gen-
erate a relay packet that contains the motion information of the two vehicles
involved in the danger and broadcast it.
3. Broadcasting Over Dynamic Forest, BODYF
BODYF is an efficient broadcasting protocol specifically designed for
highly dynamic ad hoc communication networks (as VANETs). It was origi-
nally presented in [9], and in this paper we propose an improved version, more
efficient, in which communications between vehicles have been improved as
it will be explained in subsection 3.2. One of the main features of BODYF is
the absence of parameters in its configuration, such that no tune is needed
for the different scenarios in which it could be used. This outstanding charac-
teristic distinguishes it from other well-known broadcasting algorithms that
typically have several parameters to tune impacting in its performance [3].
Although it has no parameters, BODYF relies on a tree topology that might
have some. For example, in this work we use DAGRS that depends on the
hello interval and the speed of the token.
One classical way to enable service on mobile ad hoc networks consists in
establishing a topology management structure such as a dominant sequence
[24] or a tree [25]. This structure is maintained during the whole lifecycle
of the ad hoc network using the exchange of beacon messages and minimal
information stored at the level of the nodes. Higher level services such as
routing then rely on the underlying structure. BODYF relies on a spanning
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forest. Our main goal is not the tree itself, but the design of a new broad-
casting protocol that achieves the best possible coverage and network use at
a minimum cost, using the information of the network provided by the tree-
based topology. We assume that it can be already present in the network,
since it is commonly used for routing purposes or any other necessity.
We present in Sect. 3.1 DAGRS, the decentralized model we use for cre-
ating the tree-based topology in the network, as well as the implementation
we designed for VANETs. After that, BODYF is presented in Sect. 3.2.
3.1. Dynamicity Aware Graph Relabelling Systems, DAGRS
DAGRS (or Dynamicity Aware Graph Relabelling Systems) [25] is a com-
pletely decentralized model for building tree-based topologies in dynamic
graphs. The model only uses information about direct neighbors for building
the topology. Hence, if we represent the VANET as a graph, where vehicles
are the set of vertices (V), and the links between them are the edges of the
graph, (E), then we can use DAGRS to build the desired tree-topology in
our network. The dynamicity of the network is represented by the fact that
both V and E can change at any time.
Figure 1: DAGRS rules for creating spanning forest topologies.
A tree in a graph is, by definition, a connected cycled-free subgraph, and
a forest is defined as a set of trees. The objective of DAGRS is to build a
spanning tree on the graph, but this is typically not feasible due to network
partitioning and devices mobility, so DAGRS will be used to build a forest
topology. This is operated by locally applying some simple rules in every
node, as shown in Figure 1. T represents a node with token, N is a device
without token, and Any means it can be any of them. The numbers on the
edges are labels representing the route to the token. A token does not have
any information related to the tree, it just provides a status to a node that will
allow the tree merging process. By using a single token per tree mechanism,
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the formation of cycles is not possible, as only the node possessing the token
is able to merge its tree with another one. The 4 possible rules defined in
DAGRS are:
• rule 1: A tree link breaks, and the node belongs to the sub-tree which
does not possess the token (indicated by the label on the edge). In this
case the node must regenerate the token, otherwise there will exist a
tree without a token (which is an undesirable situation).
• rule 2: A tree link breaks, and the broken link occurs at a node which
currently belongs to the sub-tree which possesses the token. In this
case, the node does nothing regarding the maintenance of the token.
• rule 3: When a node with token meets another device possessing a
token; both nodes will try to merge their trees in order to obtain a
bigger tree from the two existing ones. The trees merging process
starts. As result of this rule, a bigger tree and only one token remain
(the merging process discards one token automatically in order to have
one and only one token within each tree).
• rule 4: Token traversal in general case: the token visits the nodes of
the tree following a given strategy.
Initially, all devices are labelled T, which means they all constitute one-
node trees. The algorithm then, performs on the basis of the four rules
described above to generate the spanning forest topology in the dynamic
network. It is important to emphasize that DAGRS model itself does not
model services or applications, it simply models the mechanisms to handle
with topology changes and interaction between devices. In this model we
only use one-hop neighbors information, so it is a localized algorithm.
In the case of VANETs, given that we are dealing with distributed sys-
tems, it is necessary to exchange some messages between nodes for merging
trees and also for circulating the token. When a device receives the token,
it should check if there is any neighbor holding another token around, but
this behavior would lead to a massive interchange of data in the network.
In our implementation, as the protocol aims to be specifically designed for
highly fluctuating topology, we benefit from the high mobility: only when a
change in the neighborhood is detected (since the last time the device had
the token), the node sends a message to check if there is any neighbor with
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token around. We consider that there is a change in the neighborhood when
a new neighbor arrives or an old one leaves. These changes are detected using
the beacons (hello messages).
Now, let us explain the message exchange that is produced when two
neighbors holding tokens meet. We can imagine node ‘A’ receives the token
and also detects a change in its neighborhood. In this situation, it will
send a broadcast message to its one hop neighbors to notify that it has the
token, and it waits for an answer of any neighboring device saying it also
has the token. Due to the mobility and the high speed of the devices, in
our implementation the first node answering will be the selected device for
merging trees. When the node sends this broadcast message it also sets a
timer, if it does not receive any answer during 0.3 seconds, the node will
circulate the token. This time was experimentally chosen [9], and it ensures
a neighboring device is able to receive the broadcast message and send an
answer (in case it has the token) before the timer expires.
When ‘A’ receives the answer of a neighboring device holding a token,
the merging process starts. During this process one of the tokens must be
deleted. In DAGRS, any of the two tokens are candidates to be deleted, but
in a distributed system a procedure ensuring that only one of token is deleted
must be implemented. In our implementation, the node with higher address
will be the one deleting the token.
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Figure 2: Messages exchanged for creating a tree topology in the network.
In Fig. 2, we show the messages exchanged between two nodes for merging
their corresponding trees. In the left diagram, node ‘A’ is deleting the token,
meanwhile in the one on the right it will be ‘B’. As it was explained before,
the first node answering will be selected for merging their trees (in both
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diagrams it is node ‘B’ ). When node ‘A’ receives the message from ‘B’, it
checks which one has the highest address. In case it is ‘A’ (left figure), it will
first create the logical link between them, delete the token and send a message
to ‘B’ informing it about the deletion of its token. In case ‘B’ has the highest
address, node ‘A’ sends a message requesting the token deletion and node ‘B’
will send a confirmation message after deleting it. When node ‘A’ receives
the token deletion confirmation, it creates the logical link between them.
In both cases, the node that finally possesses the token sends a broadcast
message again asking if there is any neighbor with token around.
Figure 3: Steps in the creation of a tree topology in the network.
In Figure 3, we show the construction of a tree in different stages. The
first step is reflecting the initial situation where all devices possess the token.
Then, to merge their trees, a node (the red one in step 2) broadcasts a
message (represented by a circle) asking if there is any node possessing a
token in its range. All nodes with token answer to it by unicast (represented
by an arrow). The first node answering is the one chosen for merging. In
step 5 and 6, the messages for merging trees and token deletion are shown,
and finally in step 7 the tree is formed (notice that there is only one token in
the new tree, the other one was deleted). The same procedure starts again
in step 8 in order to merge other nodes into one single tree.
The token is traversing the tree following a Depth First Search (DFS).
Every node has a list with the one hop neighborhood, so we use this list
for circulating the token. As we are dealing with distributed systems, it is
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necessary to keep track of the node that sent the token to the current device
(called upper neighbor) and also about the nodes that were already visited.
In that way, the device is sending the token to all its neighbors. When
the token is received from the neighbor the current device sent it to, it will
forward it to the next neighbor in the list. Once the list is finished, it means
that the token was already sent to all neighbors, it is then sent back to the
upper neighbor. In previous work [26], different strategies for traversing the
token were compared in terms of both the number of trees conforming the
spanning forest and the speed to build them. The different strategies studied
for traversing the token in a tree topology were DFS, Tabu (the token keeps
a list of forbidden neighbors), and random (the token is sent to a randomly
chosen neighbor). They were compared in terms of the speed of convergence,
that is, how fast a connected component converges into one tree, and also in
terms of the performance ratio, that is the number of trees in each connected
component. It was concluded that DFS behaves better for both metrics,
we therefore adopted it for our experiments. Notice that in this distributed
implementation, there is no notion of root of the tree as there is no knowledge
of the global tree locally in each device. The only similar concept is the one
used for DFS, the upper neighbor, where a difference is made between this
node and the rest of logical neighbors (that can be considered as children).
But this differentiation is only taken into account for traversing the token.
In Figure 4, the mechanism of DFS is shown. Considering node A sends
the token to node B for the first time, node B considers node A as upper
neighbor. Because node B does not have any other neighbor but node A, it
sends the token back to its upper neighbor (A in this situation). Next, after
nodeA receives the token from node B, it sends the token to the next neighbor
in the one hop neighbor list, that is, node C. Similarly to node B, node C
considers node A as upper neighbor, and traverses the token among its other
neighbors: nodes E and F (for these two nodes C is the upper neighbor).
When the last neighbor, node F in this case, returns the token, node C
sends the token to node A, as it is considered Cs´ upper neighbor. If node
A has no more neighbors and no upper neighbor (as shown in the example),
node A will start the same procedure. This notion of upper neighbor is only
considered for traversing the token.
The improvements that the new version of BODYF provides are not in-
cluded in the broadcasting protocol itself, but in the communication mes-
sage exchanged for conforming the tree topology. In the previous version of
BODYF, once the tree merging process of DAGRS was finished, the node
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Figure 4: The DFS token traversal strategy.
keeping the token just traversed it. In that way, if a node detects two new
neighbors holding token and starts the merging process with one of them, the
merger with the other is not performing until another change in the neighbor-
hood is detected (the speed of convergence is slower). In this situation, the
system only performs well in very dynamic networks, but in static networks
it does not. In our new implementation, after the merging process, the node
with the token will ask if there exists any other neighbor holding a token. If
there is no answer, the token is traversed, but if a node answers, the merging
process will start again. Therefore, the performance of creating the tree is
improved. Now, with this new improvement, BODYF performs well in both
cases static and dynamic networks.
A second difference between the previous and the new version is the num-
ber of messages sent while merging two trees. In the original implementation
if we consider Figure 2, node ‘B’ always sent a message to node ‘A’ confirm-
ing the deletion of the token or if node ‘A’ deleted it, just confirming the
merger. The new version, see Figure 2, avoids this message in case that node
‘A’ deletes the message since, if node ‘B’ goes and the merging process does
not finish, ‘A’ will detect it using rule 1 in Figure 1. So in this version the
number of messages needed to create the tree is reduced.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of BODYF.
Data: m: the incoming broadcast message.
Data: d : the node receiving broadcast message.
Data: s: the node which sent m.
1: if m is received for the first time then
2: if s and d are logical neighbors then
3: d → forward m;
4: else
5: wait until the token is received → d possesses the token;
6: if d received m also from its tree then
7: d → discard m;
8: else
9: d → forward m;
10: end if
11: end if
12: else
13: d → drop m;
14: end if
3.2. The BODYF Protocol
Assuming we have a forest topology in our network, we will use it to
disseminate information using BODYF. BODYF distinguishes between two
kind of neighbors in the network: (1) logical neighbors are those ones be-
longing to the same tree, while (2) potential neighbors are those that do not
belong to the same tree yet but are in communication range, as it is shown
in Fig. 5. In this picture, devices in same color belong to the same tree. The
links between devices are represented as a continuous line if the neighbors
belong to the same tree (logical neighbors), or as a dashed line if they are
either in communication range but do not belong to the same tree or belong-
ing to the same tree but not connected in order to avoid cycles (potential
neighbors).
Figure 5: Possible types of neighbors in a spanning forest algorithm.
The functioning of BODYF is described in Algorithm 1. We suppose that
every message has a unique identifier, and when a device receives the same
message more than once, it will directly discard it (no processing is done).
When a device wants to spread a message, it will broadcast the information
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to its neighborhood. We could think on doing a multicast only to its logical
neighbors (the neighbors in the same tree), but this operation supposes the
same network load as the broadcast in wireless communications (or even less
if we consider the list of addresses included in the multicast), and the latter is
allowing the potential neighbors (not belonging to the tree) to also receive the
message. When a device receives the message from a logical neighbor, it will
forward it only if it was received for the first time (lines 1-3), otherwise it is
dropped (lines 12-14). In the case it was received from a potential neighbor,
the device will keep it until it receives the token (line 5). Once the device
possesses the token, it will forward the message just in the case that it did
not receive the same message from a neighbor belonging to its tree during the
time it was waiting for the token (lines 6-10). That is the way the message
can spread through different trees, trying to avoid the dissemination of the a
message more than once in the same tree. Additionally, the delay introduced
when a device receives the message from a potential neighbor helps to spread
it to other partitions of the network, thanks to the devices mobility.
4. The Compared Protocols
In this section we give a brief introduction to the other protocols we are
using for the sake of comparison: simple flooding (SF) [14], delayed flooding
with cumulative neighborhood (DFCN) [11], speed adaptive probabilistic
flooding (SAPF) [12], and weighted p-persistent broadcasting (WPB) [13].
4.1. Simple flooding, SF
We decide to use SF for the comparison because it reaches instantaneously
all devices inside a partition, but it is not efficient at all regarding the band-
width, and it is not able to spread the message outside the partition where
the source node is. Hence, it provides a good approximation to the initial
partition size, and it will show the validity of the other compared proto-
cols. In connected networks the coverage it achieves can be seen as an upper
bound. SF is the most intuitive idea for disseminating a message in a net-
work. It does not try to reduce the number of re-emissions or collisions, so it
does not need any knowledge about the neighborhood. The strategy of this
algorithm is quite simple, when a device receives a message, it will forward
it only once.
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4.2. Delayed flooding with cumulative neighborhood, DFCN
DFCN [3, 11, 27] was chosen because it was demonstrated to outperform
some other well known broadcasting protocols in the literature as Simple
Flooding, Flooding with Self-Pruning, the Scalable Broadcast Algorithm,
Multipoint Relaying and AHBP-EX [27, 20], and because it was also dealing
with high mobility (DFCN was used in three different scenarios shopping
mall, metropolitan area and highway). DFCN was designed with the aim
of minimizing the network overload (by suppressing some rebroadcast). For
doing that, the node sending the message embeds a list with its one hop
neighborhood. The receiver node will decide whether forwarding the mes-
sage or not according to the benefit of an operation, measured in terms of
the number of its one hop neighbors that are not included in the list (i.e., the
number of nodes that most probably did not receive the message). For avoid-
ing collisions, every device receiving a message sets a random delay (RAD).
This way, two nodes in the same neighborhood forwarding the broadcasted
message will probably not resend it at the same time. However, in order to
promote the dissemination of the message in sparse networks, every time a
new neighbor is met, RAD is fixed to zero. The ability to know when a net-
work is sparse or not is directly related to the number of neighbors of a given
node, and defined by densityThreshold. As we mentioned before, DFCN has
3 parameters to set:
• The benefit : is a fixed threshold in order to decide if a message should
be forwarded or not.
• The RAD : the period of time a node waits before forwarding the mes-
sage. It is a random value chosen from a fixed interval.
• The densityThreshold : is a threshold for considering if the network is
dense or sparse. It is directly related to the one hop neighborhood.
4.3. Speed Adaptive probabilistic flooding, SAPF
SAPF [12] is a probabilistic broadcasting algorithm that adapts the re-
broadcasting probability to the speed of the current device. One of the main
challenges of this dissemination algorithm is the selection of a rebroadcast
probability that achieves low delay and high reachability. A high forwarding
probability for emergency messages will reach more devices but it will also
increase both the network resources and the delay due to the higher amount
of rebroadcasting vehicles. In this work, the critical forwarding probability
is related to the network density which in turn depends on the vehicle speed
(low speed implies high density). For obtaining optimal performance of the
broadcasting protocol at all network densities, the forwarding probability
dynamically adapts to the speed of the device. Whether the speed is either
too high or too slow, the probability chosen is fixed. In case low speed is
detected, the fixed rebroadcast probability value is low, as there might be
a traffic jam. On the contrary, if network density is low (high speed), the
vehicles always rebroadcast in other to reach as many devices as possible.
The pseudocode for the algorithm is shown in 2.
Algorithm 2 Pseudocode of SAPF.
Data: v = vehicle speed
Data: m = broadcast message
1: if (v >= 15km )&&( v<= 100km) then
2: broadcast m with probability p = 0.00557v-0.0033
3: else
4: if v< 15km then
5: broadcast m with probability p = 0.05
6: end if
7: else
8: if v > 100km then
9: broadcast m with probability p = 1
10: end if
11: end if
On one hand if the speed of the vehicle is very low, probably means there
is a traffic jam, and therefore, a low broadcasting probability is used as the
network is almost static and a high probability would lead to the broadcast
storm problem [18]. On the other hand, when the speed is very high, the
network is very fluctuant and the connectivity between devices is difficult,
therefore the forwarding probability is set to 1 in order to promote a high
reachability.
4.4. Weighed p-persistent broadcasting, WPB
WPB [13] is also a probabilistic scheme that calculates the forwarding
probability in terms of the distance of the current (node i) to the source
node (s), see Equation. 1.
The first time a node receives a packet sets a WAIT TIME. During this
WAIT TIME the distance to the new sources of all the repeated messages
received is calculated, and thus, the probability of resending. The smallest
probability is the one selected as its forwarding probability.
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probabilityi =
distanceis
transmission rangei
(1)
If the message is not rebroadcast, the node stores the message for an
additional WAIT TIME + δ ms, where δ is the one-hop transmission and
propagation delay, which is typically less thanWAIT TIME. If the node does
not hear the retransmission of the message from any of its neighbors the node
should rebroadcast the message with probability 1 afterWAIT TIME + δ ms
in order to prevent message die out and guarantee 100 percent reachability.
In weighted p-persistence the further the location the higher the probability
of resending.
5. JANE Simulator and the Proposed Mobility Models
In this work, we evaluate BODYF and compare it to DFCN, SAPF,
WPB and SF in three different scenarios: The first proposed scenario is a
pedestrian area of a city center. In this case, we are considering the city
center of Luxembourg (see Figure 6), that was presented in [28], but it is
applicable to any city center and therefore, to any MANET. The second
scenario considered is a VANET created in the city, (see Figure 7) and finally
the third one is a VANET in a highway (see Figure 8).
The main difference between the two scenarios dealing with vehicles is
the speed of the devices and, more important, the number of crossings in
the path. In the highway there are just a few exits where cars have to
reduce the speed, and entrances where devices go slower at the beginning
while incorporating into the highway. However, in the city, there are plenty
of crossroads where devices reduce their velocity or even stop due to traffic
lights or pedestrian crossing and the speed limit is considerably slower than
in the highway.
As we are considering three different scenarios: (1) the pedestrian city
center, (2) the vehicular city center and (3) the highway, the density of the
network can not be measured as a fixed number of devices for all of them
since the environments are completely different. In order to have a balanced
density in all environments, we consider the total length of all available paths
in the different scenarios studied, and set the density of the network according
to the number of nodes per meter. We measure the total length of all possible
paths in each scenario and we obtained: (1) 4473 m in the pedestrian city
center, (2) 13250 m in the vehicular city center and (3) 6150 m in the highway.
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Figure 6: Pedestrian area MANET.
Figure 7: Vehicular city center.
For our comparison experiments we are considering three network densities:
(1) a device every 25 m, (2) every 15 m and (3) every 10 m. The different
configurations obtained for our experiments are presented in Table 1.
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Figure 8: Highway.
Table 1: Configuration parameters.
MANET Vehicular Center Highway
Length 4473m 13250m 6150m
Densities
25 m/dev 179 530 246
(devices)
15 m/dev 298 884 410
10 m/dev 447 1325 615
Coverage 50m 250m 250m
Speed 0.5− 2m/s 9− 21m/s 21 − 36m/s
As shown in Table 1 for simulating the pedestrian city center (MANET)
we are considering that the speed can vary between 0.5-2 m/s, that is 1.8-7.2
Km/h and the transmission range of the devices considered is 50 m. For
both, the highway and the vehicular city center scenarios the transmission
range is 250 m, meanwhile the speed is different: 9-21 m/s in the city and
21-36 m/s in the highway (30-75 km/h and 75-130km/h, respectively).
We developed a mobility model where vehicles move along streets, stop
at crossroads and also overtake each other. In the city center scenario the
real senses of the lanes are kept, showing the most congested areas in reality.
In the highway environment all roads have two senses. For the pedestrian
model, the devices are also restricted to move only along the streets, but
devices move in both senses.
The mobility model is random waypoint with restrictions. Devices can
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only move from one crossroad to another. The next movement is randomly
chosen from the small set of possibles destination considering the current
position (the mobility is restricted to the possibles movements along the
roads in Luxembourg).
The devices move on a straight line with a constant speed from one po-
sition to another. The mobility model uses a directed graph given as XML
file for device movement. Vertices are crossroads and contain routing prob-
abilities, all possible destinies have the same probability of being taken; the
next route is chosen at random. Edges can have an arbitrary width so that
devices move on a lane and not only on a strict line (allowing overtaking).
In these environments the diffusion process is more difficult than in the
case of using other mobility models as random waypoint, since movements
are more restricted but, for sure, the simulation is much more realistic. Our
main goal is to get results as close as possible to a test on real devices moving
along roads in a city center or a highway.
For simulating these scenarios we are using JANE simulator [29]. The
main feature of JANE is its three steps development; it facilitates the evalu-
ation and minimizes the effort needed for software development in MANETs,
so that the evaluated code in the simulated environment can be directly ex-
ecuted in real scenarios without modifications. It is implemented in Java
and it is an event driven simulator. This tool was jointly developed by the
universities of Trier (Germany) and Luxembourg, and it is currently being
used in several research projects.
6. Using Tree Topology in VANETs
As we said before, the use of spanning trees is widely studied in the liter-
ature for fixed, mobile ad hoc wireless networks, and even for delay tolerant
networks (DTN), but establishing a tree topology in a VANET may lead
us to a contradiction. On the one hand, the restricted mobility of devices,
all moving one after the other with quite similar speeds (thus, a low rela-
tive speed) and bigger coverage range than MANETs make us thinking that
is a quite good scenario for a tree topology. On the other hand, the high
speed of devices, overtaking each other and meeting devices circulating in
different directions provoke that some researchers do not think it is a proper
environment for dealing with trees.
As having a tree topology working over MANETs is strongly accepted in
the research community, we want to check by making realistic experiments if
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it is suitable or not to use them in vehicular networks. For that, we are com-
paring the resources needed for maintaining a tree in MANETs and VANETs.
In our experiments, we are considering the 3 different scenarios presented in
Sect. 5 (see figures 6, 7 and 8), in order to see how the maintenance of the
trees evolve in each situation.
In order to show the validity of using tree topologies over VANETs we
want to study the stability of the tree in a network by studying the behavior of
its links. For that, we are considering three different aspects of the network.
The first aspect considered is a measure of the number of tree links created
and broken during the simulation. The second aspect is the total number of
messages exchanged for creating the tree. And finally, we are also considering
the volatility of the tree links, what refers to the number of connections and
disconnections a concrete link suffers during its life time. In the following
subsections, we will explain and analyze in detail each of the aspects we are
considering.
6.1. Created and broken links
For obtaining the number of links created and broken, we are running
DAGRS in the three scenarios (with three different densities) for 630 sec-
onds. The number of links created/broken obtained is strictly related to the
number of devices in the network. Hence, it is necessary to normalize the
data obtained by the total number of devices in each network. In Table 2
the total number of created or broken links per device during the simulation
time (630 seconds) is shown.
Table 2: N. of created/broken tree links per device for 630 seconds.
Densities MANET Vehicular Center Highway
Created
25 m/dev 10.6423±0.2887 12.7742±0.2692 16.5217±0.4770
Links
15 m/dev 10.8221±0.2110 11.6663±0.1654 14.8687±0.3862
10 m/dev 10.5504±0.1816 9.6153±0.133 13.1442±0.2702
Broken
25 m/dev 9.7572±0.2811 11.8890±0.2444 15.7003±0.4418
Links
15 m/dev 9.9020±0.20691 10.7595±0.1449 14.0150±0.3570
10 m/dev 9.6589±0.1673 8.7090±0.1171 12.2908±0.2499
Ratio
25 m/dev 0.9168 0.9307 0.9502
15 m/dev 0.9149 0.9222 0.9425
10 m/dev 0.9155 0.9057 0.9351
We can observe in Table 2 that the behavior of the tree topology is quite
similar in all the scenarios. Both, the number of created and broken links
per device in 630 seconds in all scenarios do not differ much. The difference
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in the number of tree links created in the three scenarios is small. The
maximum difference is found with the lowest density between the MANET
and the highway, and it implies that in the highway each device creates 6
more links in 630 seconds (1 more created link every 105 seconds). And
the number of broken links differs in the same proportion. As the chance
of breaking a tree link is higher when having more created links, we should
consider a parameter that gives an idea of the stability of the links, therefore,
we compute the ratio between the number of links broken and the number
of links created. This ratio is also provided in Table 2. The smaller the
ratio the more stable the topology (the closer to 0 the more stable). It is
also possible to check that the value of this ratio is also quite similar in all
the studied cases. The behavior between the MANET and the other two
VANETs is similiar, the biggest difference in this ratio is found between the
densest network in MANETs and sparsest network in the highway scenario
(0.0347).
It is also necessary to remark that when the density of devices is the
biggest, 1 device every 10 meters, the vehicular environment shows better
results than the pedestrian city center and the highway scenarios. We can
think after showing this phenomenon, that the behavior of the tree a MANET
or a VANET is quite similar, and really depends on the characteristics of the
network.
6.2. Number of messages exchanged
As we mentioned before we also took into account the total number of
messages exchanged for the topology. That is, the number of broadcasted
messages trying to merge trees, and the unicasts sent for the merging pro-
cess. Therefore, all the messages exchanged for creating and maintaining the
topology are considered. In Table 3, the bandwidth each device uses per sec-
ond for that is shown. For estimating these data, we suppose we are dealing
with IPv6, and the header of each message exchanged is 40 bytes. In our
implementation of DAGRS the packets sent are empty, we just use the iden-
tifier. Therefore, we consider each message is 40 bytes. The total bandwidth
used per device per second for the complete creation and maintenance of the
tree during the 630 seconds of simulation is shown in Table 3.
We should also mention that the implementation we made for DAGRS
and the configuration of the devices (transmission range) favor that the num-
ber of messages exchanged in VANETs is bigger than in MANETs. The
reason is that we consider a node will only try to merge its tree with a
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Table 3: Bandwidth used per device per second (bytes).
Densities MANET Vehicular Center Highway
25 m/dev 0.8189±0.0119 2.5504±0.0914 3.3104±0.1380
15 m/dev 0.6869±0.0129 4.7078±0.1389 5.4067±0.1511
10 m/dev 0.6748±0.0131 10.0682±0.1981 8.9581±0.1981
neighbor (and hence sends a broadcast message), when a change in its neigh-
borhood is detected or has just merged with another node. But since the
transmission range for VANET is 250 m and 50 m for MANET, and also
the mobility is higher in VANETs, devices in the vehicular network are much
more sensitive to changes in the neighborhood than devices in MANETs (the
neighborhood is 5 times bigger), so nodes send more broadcasting messages
looking for a neighbor with token. However, even considering a much bigger
neighborhood, the bandwidth each device uses in the worst case is 10.0682
bytes/s. We consider this is an acceptable rate, moreover if we consider all
the advantages of having this topology over a network.
6.3. Volatility
The third aspect studied to compare the feasibility of using tree topologies
in VANETs is the volatility of the tree links in all the scenarios studied. We
consider the volatility of the link can be measured as the total number of
appearances of a link between two devices according to the total time this
link is alive. The volatility varies between 0 and 1. The closer to one, the
more volatile, while the closer to 0 the more stable. This idea was taken
from [30], where the volatility is presented as shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9: Process for measuring the volatility of a link.
As we can see, the information initially stored for all the links is the same:
first time appearing in the network (1), and also the duration of the link (1).
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In the second time stamp, node B disappears, so node A will increase the life
time of link A-C, but not the link A-B since it disappeared. In the fourth
time stamp, node B appears again, so that, both node A and C will increase
the appearance of this link and also the life time. When the simulation time
is finished, the volatility can be calculated as in Equation 2:
volatility of a link =
number of appearances
life time
(2)
For measuring the volatility of the links it is necessary to discretize the
time. In our experiments, for estimating the volatility we are running DA-
GRS for 600 seconds and every second each device stores local information
about the current links it has with its neighbors: the number of appearances
and the life time. We need to store the number of times each link appears
and also for how long this specific link is on.
In Table 4, the average of the volatility of the whole network is presented.
We calculated the volatility of each link during 600 seconds for the three sce-
narios studied (with each of the three densities) in this work, and computed
the average. We can see the values of the volatility are very low, which means
the links are quite stable. In the worst case, we have value 1, which means
that as soon as the link appears, it disappears. But in fact, most of the
links are connected more than 1 second, and as time passes, the volatility of
the link decreases quickly (a link that appears only once and is ON for 10
seconds has a volatility of 0.1). The ideal network regarding the volatility is
a static one, where all the links appear in the first second and do not disap-
pear anymore. In this case, if we consider the same simulation time, the best
value of the volatility we can obtain is 1 / 600, what means 0.0016667. As
we can observe in Table 4, the volatility of a MANET is smaller than in the
vehicular center, and this one is also smaller than in the highway. This is due
to the speed the devices have in each scenario. Although the MANET has
a smaller volatility, we assume that the volatility obtained for the scenarios
dealing with cars is small enough, and therefore, the topology considered is
stable. We can see that the volatility is hardly related to the density of the
network (number of devices), since the values obtained for the volatility in
each environment are quite similar despite the density.
Considering that the average of the volatility does not provide a complete
view of the behavior of the topology regarding the stability along the time.
We also computed the probability distribution of the volatility. We show in
Figures 10 and 11 the probability of having a certain volatility. We calculate
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Table 4: Average of the volatility of the links.
Densities MANET Vehicular Center Highway
25 m/dev 0.0467±0.0704 0.0679±0.0868 0.0989±0.1121
15 m/dev 0.0475±0.0716 0.0670±0.0832 0.0936±0.1039
10 m/dev 0.0483±0.0720 0.0661±0.0802 0.0921±0.1015
the probability distribution of the link volatility for each network. The ordi-
nate axis represents the volatility value. It has been divided in ten intervals.
The rank of each interval is 0.1. In the abscises axis the probability of having
this volatility during the simulation time is represented.
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Figure 10: Probability distribution of the volatility in a density of 25 m per
device
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(b) 10 m per device
Figure 11: Probability distribution of the volatility in different densities.
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As we can see in Figure 10 and 11, the same conclusion as in Table 4
arises: the volatility does not depend on the density of the network. The
probability distribution obtained behaves similar in every density for each
scenario. The probability values obtained for having a volatility lower than
0.1 are around: (1) 0.89 for the pedestrian area, (2) 0.81 for the vehicular
city center, and (3) 0.67 for the highway. If we take into account that the
maximum speed in the highway is 18 times bigger than the maximum speed
in the MANET, we can consider that the volatility distribution shows that
the highway is a stable topology.
7. Simulation Results
We are comparing the protocols in three scenarios: (1) pedestrian city
center, (2) vehicular city center, and (3) highway; with three different network
densities: (a) a dense network with 1 device per 10 meters, (b) a less dense
with 1 device every 15 meters, and (3) the one with lowest density with 1
device per 25 meters. The protocols are compared using the simulator and
the mobility model explained in Sect. 5. We are considering for this study a
collision free network.
For comparing the five protocols, we measure the number of devices in
the network that received the broadcasted message (hereinafter called broad-
cast coverage), and also the message complexity what means the number of
broadcast and unicast needed to spread the message in the network.
In previous work, the first version of BODYF was compared also in terms
of bandwidth used and broadcast time with DFCN and SF. That work con-
cluded that BODYF is slower regarding the broadcast time, but the number
of devices reached is much higher than for SF and DFCN. The values for
the comparison regarding the time and the bandwidth can be found in [9].
Moreover, the cost of creating and maintaining the tree was also presented
in this work in Sect. 6, Table 3.
The improved version of the implementation of DAGRS (thus BODYF)
presented in this work implements more efficient operations in the commu-
nication level that the previous one using a smaller number of messages for
the merging process. Experiments not included in this paper confirm that
BODYF on the new implementation of DAGRS reached at least 6% more
devices than the previous version reducing at the same time the number of
forwarding nodes, that is the network usage. In this previous work, we stud-
ied BODYF with a different network configuration, i.e., the transmission
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range of the devices was smaller, the densities studied were different and
therefore, the network was very partitioned. We checked there that BODYF
can achieve much better coverage than SF or DFCN, and that it was also
able to spread the message outside the original partition. As the perfor-
mance of BODYF was already tested in partitioned networks giving highly
competitive results, in this work we wanted to check its performance when
it is working with connected or nearly connected networks. So that in this
situation, when the network is completely connected, SF will obtain the best
coverage, but it will also be the upper bound for the network resources used.
SF in a connected network will reach every single device in the system (not
considering collisions), therefore, any protocol obtaining a similar coverage
will be really satisfactory. For doing a better study, in this work we are also
comparing with SAPF and WPB already described in Sect. 4.
As we mentioned before in Sect. 4, it is necessary to set some parameters
for the correct functioning of the some of the protocols. For DFCN, after a
tuning process, these threshold values were set as follows:
• benefit = 0.4.
• RAD ∈ [0,7] seconds.
• The densityThreshold is different in each density.
– a device each 25 m → densityThreshold = 10.
– a device each 15 m → densityThreshold = 12.
– a device each 10 m → densityThreshold = 15.
WPB also has some parameters that must be configured. Those are
WAIT TIME and δ. The former is the time set when a broadcasting message
is received to allow duplicated messages to arrive to the same node. The
latter is a timer that is established in case of suppressing in order to check if
any neighbor sends the broadcast. In case the message of its neighbor is not
heard, the node will forward it. Just as recommended in [13], both values
are set to 5ms.
In our experiments, we disseminate a message every 30 seconds during a
period of 10 minutes (that means we made 20 broadcasting processes starting
from the same device, but from different positions since it is moving). This
was simulated in 30 different topologies to make sure our results are reliable.
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The results presented in this work are the average values obtained after these
simulations.
The percentage of devices reached by every protocol is also shown in
Table 5, where it can be seen that BODYF nearly covers the whole network
in the two cases dealing with vehicles using less than 32% of forwarding nodes
to achieve such a good coverage. SAPF shows a very bad performance for
both MANET and Highway environments. On one hand, for the former as
devices move very slow, the probability of forwarding does not varies and it
is always 0.05, which is a very low value to disseminate the message as it
can be seen, since it just covers 6.54% of devices at maximum. On the other
hand, when dealing with the highway environment the number of forwarding
nodes is highly increased as all devices whose speed is higher that 100 Km/h
always resend the message (behaves as SF). But for the vehicular city center
the performance shown is very competitive. WPB shows a good behavior
for both the coverage achieved and the network resources, similar to the
one obtained with BODYF. DFCN is always below any protocol for both
parameters measured.
Table 5: Percentage of devices reached.
% Dev. Reached Densities MANET Highway Vehicular Center
25 m/dev 50.68 94.52 99.50
BODYF 15 m/dev 80.84 98.97 99.87
10 m/dev 94.41 99.71 100
25 m/dev 45.85 73.55 78.85
DFCN 15 m/dev 71.08 86.18 90.42
10 m/dev 87.16 95.26 92.26
25 m/dev 89.87 100 100
SF 15 m/dev 99.30 100 100
10 m/dev 99.99 100 100
25 m/dev 5.59 97.98 96.85
SAPF 15 m/dev 6.14 99.11 99.82
10 m/dev 6.54 99.28 100
25 m/dev 55.04 92.50 98.16
WPB 15 m/dev 83.59 98.51 99.64
10 m/dev 95.15 99.61 99.81
In Table 6, we show the results obtained by the broadcasting protocols
in terms of the message complexity, i.e., the number of messages sent by the
protocols (network use). As these five protocols just use the local information
to decide whether to resend the message or not, and the message is forwarded
using one simple broadcasting message, the complexity of the message can
be also seen as the number of forwarding nodes. It is possible to check
how BODYF for the all the environments is forwarding less messages when
the density increased, but at the same time the coverage achieved is also
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increasing. This is a very good performance since, as the network grows,
the use of network resources decreased for achieving better coverage. The
values shown in this table are the percentage of forwarding nodes that after
receiving the message decides to rebroadcast it. Explaining why in DFCN,
in the sparsest network, the percentage of rebroadcast is 60.17% while the
coverage achieved is 45.85% (more than sixty percent of the 45.85% nodes
receiving the message resend). As it can be seen, the worst protocol in
terms of this ratio is SF, which always sends one message per device. SAPF
presents a low number of nodes rebroadcasting in the pedestrian environment
but it is due to the small reachability obtained. WPB, BODYF and DFCN
show a similar performance for both vehicular scenarios. This is a very
important result since DFCN that was specifically designed to reduce the
number of forwarding messages, and needs a long process to be tuned for
being competitive, meanwhile BODYF or WPB have no tune process.
Table 6: Percentage of forwarding nodes.
% Dev. Forwarding Densities MANET Highway Vehicular Center
25 m/dev 48.20 31.57 30.04
BODYF 15 m/dev 37.95 27.75 25.88
10 m/dev 34.73 24.28 22.04
25 m/dev 60.17 26.73 27.81
DFCN 15 m/dev 56.24 24.59 26.59
10 m/dev 52.41 23.23 26.63
25 m/dev 100 100 100
SF 15 m/dev 100 100 100
10 m/dev 100 100 100
25 m/dev 15.08 76.22 30.20
SAPF 15 m/dev 10.72 75.87 30.01
10 m/dev 8.62 75.88 29.94
25 m/dev 52.67 27.89 23.82
WPB 15 m/dev 40.66 22.47 21.13
10 m/dev 33.93 20.19 19.43
t
Statistical analysis have been made to all the results presented in this
paper. This study has been done using the boxplot function from Matlab.
In the displayed boxplots, the bottom and top of the boxes represent the
lower and upper quartiles of the data distribution, respectively, while the
line between them is the median. The whiskers are the lowest datum still
within 1.5 IQR of the lower quartile, and the highest datum still within 1.5
IQR of the upper quartile. The crosses are data not included between the
whiskers. Finally, the notches in the boxes display the variability of the
median between samples. If the notches of two boxes are not overlapped,
then it means that there is statistical significant difference in the data with
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Figure 12: Statistical test for the MANET environment with 25 m/device.
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Figure 13: Statistical test for the Highway environment with10 m/device.
95% confidence.
Figure 12a shows that even when in average WPB obtained a higher
number of devices reached than BODYF (see Table 5), the statistical anal-
ysis indicates that there are no significant differences between them, neither
with DFCN. SF is the one with the best coverage achieved with statistical
differences over all the rest. Meanwhile in Figure 12b, SAPF presents the
best behavior over all the other protocols, followed by BODYF that also has
significant differences with WPB, DFCN and SF.
For the highway environment shown in Figure 13 we can see in 13a that,
there are no statistical differences between SF, BODYF, SAPF or WPB
regarding the coverage achieved. In terms of the number of nodes forwarding,
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Figure 14: Statistical test for the vehicular city center environment with 25
m/device
in Figure 13b WPB shows the best behavior with statistical significance.
In Figure 14 the results for the sparsest density in the vehicular city
center environment are presented. On one hand, it is possible to see how in
Figure 14a, BODYF and SF has no statistical differences, but they two have
with all the rest of protocols in terms of the number of devices reached. On
the other hand, in terms of the average percentage of forwarding performs
for the same network, Figure 14b shows that WPB behaves better than the
rest with statistical difference.
Because of the lack of space, we did not include more statistical boxplots,
but we will comment the more remarkable results obtained. For the number
of devices reached, DFCN presents the worst behavior with significance dif-
ferences in all the scenarios, except the MANET, were SAPF does not work
at all and obtained worst results statistically. Contrary, as it was expected
due to the high connectivity of the network, SF shows the best behavior.
Regarding the number of forwardings performed, it is clear that SF is statis-
tically the worst algorithm in all cases, followed by SAPF in both VANETs
environment, but due to the bad performance in MANETs, the number of
forwardings is also low, and therefore, statistically is the one using less net-
work resources in the MANET scenario.
We did a ranking between each proposal in every density and scenario
numbering each algorithm from 1 (the best) to 5 (the worst) according to the
results obtained in the statistical tests. If there is not significance differences
between two algorithms they are ranked in the same position. Summing up
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Table 7: Ranking of algorithms.
Coverage Forwarding
BODYF 2 2
WPB 3 1
SF 1 5
DFCN 5 3
SAPF 4 4
the values obtained we get an overall ranking for the proposal that is shown
in Table 7. The proposal obtaining the best position in the ranking for the
coverage achieved is SF as it was expected because it is an upper bound
(network very connected), but the second one was BODYF. In terms of the
network resources or number of forwardings performed, WPB has the first
position, but again BODYF is ranked the second one. So overall, BODYF
shows a stable and reasonable behavior for all the scenarios studied.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, we present an improved version of the implementation
of DAGRS that leads to a better performance of BODYF, a broadcasting
protocol over a tree-based topology specifically designed for highly fluctuant
topologies that does not have any parameter, and we compare its performance
versus DFCN, SAPF, WPB and SF. DFCN is a neighbor based topology pro-
tocol, designed to minimize the resources required, and generally accepted
by the community. SAPF is dissemination protocol that dynamically adapts
the rebroadcasting probability in terms of the speed of the device. WPB is
a distance based protocol that considers forwarding the message in terms of
the distance between the source and the receiver nodes, And finally, Simple
Flooding is one of the bases of broadcasting protocols, that simply foods the
network. These protocols are compared in three very realistic environments,
dealing with MANETs and VANETs, and using three different densities in
each scenario. Thus, the protocols are finally compared in 9 different envi-
ronments.
As BODYF works over a tree topology, we first check that the implemen-
tation of a tree topology in a vehicular ad hoc network is not affected by the
high speed of the devices and hence, it is reasonable to use it. For measuring
the performance of the tree topology, we consider again the 9 different test
cases. The results show that the resources needed for creating a spanning
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tree in a vehicular ad hoc network are not far from the ones a MANET re-
quires, and therefore, it is feasible to apply this topology over a vehicular
network.
The five different protocols have been compared in the 9 different sce-
narios mentioned before. Our results show that the coverage achieved by
BODYF in general higher or does not have statistical differences with the
others, excepts SF that is considered the upper bound. This is a very good
performance since as networks are connected SF achieves the best possible
coverage. Additionally, BODYF makes reasonable use of network resources,
considering that for example DFCN was specifically created for reducing the
number of forwarding messages.
BODYF was specifically designed for dealing with highly fluctuant net-
works, and the results show that the coverage it achieves when dealing with
VANETs is really good making at the same time very efficient use of the
network resources. Even when BODYF was not developed for MANETs,
our experiments state that it is outperforming DFCN which was specifically
tuned to work over MANETs, and also makes less use of the network re-
sources that DFCN.
WPB also shows a very good performance in terms of the network re-
sources, situated in the first position of the ranking done. It also achieves a
very competitive coverage in all the scenarios.
As future work, we plan to compare BODYF to other source-tree based
and cluster-based protocols to really know how good its behavior is versus
other kind of approaches. We would also like to develop some applications on
top of our protocol in such highly mobile networks, as it could be to propagate
a large document, even downloading parts of this information from different
devices if it is needed.
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